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MULTI VISION STREAMING NETWORK WELCOMES  
NIGEL MIGUEL TO ITS BOARD OF DIRECTORS


MVSN, a disruptive broadcast technology in sports and entertainment is proud to announce that 
Nigel Miguel has joined the Board of Directors.


Nigel Miguel’s accolades go far beyond the court where he started his professional career in basketball 
playing first for the division 1 team at UCLA and then onto success in the NBA. As an actor and producer, 
Nigel used his connections in sport and understanding of production to build a successful international 
production business, eventually bringing business home to his native Belize and taking the role of the 
country’s Film Commissioner.  As commissioner, Miguel earned international attention in production 
mentoring the professionals and companies to think beyond Belize’s boarders to build facilities and 
networks for the domestic industry to thrive.


MVSN Founder and CEO, John Fenga: 


Technology is a fantastic tool to improve processes and solve problems, yet it relies on professionals 
who can apply it to improve on the results they can achieve with conventional gear. Nigel’s ability to 
translate the MVSN platform into processes and opportunities has made him an invaluable resource 
and we are honoured to have him join our team.   

MVSN is on a fast track to launch focusing on sports and entertainment broadcasting.  Its unique features 
include a multi-cast live event which allows viewers to select the cameras they want to watch or follow the 
action in TV Mode, directed by experienced producers using MVSN Production Studio application.  MVSN 
enables high-quality production and viewing experience with very CFO-friendly budgets.


Nigel comments:  Covid restrictions have placed enormous challenges on our production industry and 
we have been looking at different technology to keep our businesses operating with their 
international clients.  Building opportunities for virtual production is important and the MVSN 
platform has capabilities we have yet to see for sports and entertainment broadcasts.  No other 
platform has brought us closer to the game with out disruptive, expensive and cumbersome 
equipment.  Watch this space.  

The MVSN platform is a unique cloud-based production studio for live events and subscriber channels.  The 
native viewer app offers fans the ability to get inside the action directing their own experience.  For event 
organisers, MVSN is the solution for creating a live broadcast, activating local sponsors and developing 
brands like never before.


Nigel joins MVSN’s Board which includes John Fenga, Steve Lewis, and Peter Friedman.


MVSN is currently available for both Apple iOS and Android platforms.  For more information, please 
contact:


John Fenga, CEO @ +61-419-404-080 John@MVSN.tv

Steve Lewis, Director of Strategy @ +61-488-088-859 Steve@MVSN.tv


Online @ MVSN.tv

Apple @ https://apps.apple.com/au/app/mvsn/id1472153787

Android @ https://play.google.com/store/apps/details?id=com.esryou.tv
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